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ABSTRACT
Value-centric decision making is vital for a corporate organization

to stay competitive. Typically, this crucial business requirement

is expressed as profit maximization. Consequently, it is necessary
to also integrate this business requirement into the data science

application. Profit-driven analytics acknowledges the need for the

value-centric approach and aims to take both the costs and the

benefits that result from a business action into consideration. A few

profit-driven methods were proposed in the literature but they lack

a general formulation of the essential parts that make a successful

profit-driven model.

Hence, we propose the general Regularized Empirical EMP Max-
imization (REEM) framework for profit-driven model building. It

centers around the Expected Maximum Profit (EMP) measure and

formally describes the building blocks required for constructing

a profit-driven model. We demonstrate REEM’s applicability for

customer churn prediction. This entails finding the best-performing

derivative-free optimization (DFO) method. Through the state-of-

the-art Bayesian hierarchical correlated t test, we find that the

real-coded genetic algorithm is an adequate DFO method for solv-

ing the REEM problem. The goal of REEM is to drive profit-oriented

analytics in a forward direction by generalizing the previously pro-

posed methods and serving as a formal guide for new profit-driven

classifiers to come.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Profit maximization is a crucial and permanent business require-

ment of a corporate organization in order to secure the future of the

company in an ever-increasing competitive market. For example,

consider the saturated market of the telecommunications services

sector, it is vital to the business of a telephone company (telco) to

prevent their customers from switching to a competitor (i.e., from

churning). In doing so, the telco operator has to rely on predictive

models to identify potential churners. Accurately predicting a cus-

tomer as a churner does not suffice, however, since the company

aims to first retain those customers that are the most valuable to
the business.

Profit-driven business analytics is a branch of research [19, 40–

45] that acknowledges the need for the value-centric approach to

provide support for businesses in their day-to-day decision making.

It actively aims to not only take the costs (cf. cost-sensitive learning)

but also to take the benefits that result from a business action into

consideration when building the data science application.

In previous works, Verbraken et al. [45] established the Expected
Maximum Profit (EMP) measure, a profit-based classification perfor-

mance metric. Taking a probabilistic perspective, the EMP measure

is inherently suitable for real-world applications, because it ac-

counts for the uncertainty that naturally emerges from trying to

pinpoint the exact values of the costs and benefits of a business

action. Nevertheless, the EMP measure is only applicable for profit-
based model selection. Hence, there is an appetency to move forward

to profit-driven model building [42, 44] in which a predictive model

is built such that it directly accounts for the main business require-

ment of profit maximization [41, 42, 45]. A few works by [19, 39, 40]

explore this research direction but still lack a general formulation of

the essential parts required for constructing a profit-driven model.

In this work, we introduce the general Regularized Empirical EMP
Maximization (REEM) framework for profit-driven model building.

The REEM framework aims to drive profit-oriented business ana-

lytics in a forward direction by generally outlining the components

necessary for successfully building a profit-driven classification

model. Thus, REEM is a generalization of previously established

techniques (i.e., ProfLogit and ProfTree) [19, 39, 40] and serves as

a guide for new profit-driven classifiers to come. In particular, we

demonstrate the applicability of the REEM framework for customer

churn prediction through ProfLogit. Due to the inherently com-

plex nature of the REEM problem, there is a strong reliance on

derivative-free optimization (DFO) methods.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

https://doi.org/10.1145/nnnnnnn.nnnnnnn
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• We introduce the general framework called Regularized Em-
pirical EMP Maximization (REEM) for profit-driven model

building. It is a formal description of the necessary compo-

nents for designing a profit-driven classifier that can be used

in a specific business context (e.g., churn prediction).

• We perform a comparative study of derivative-free optimiza-

tion (DFO) methods on multiple real-world churn data sets

with adequate statistical tests. More specifically, we make

use of the Bayesian hierarchical correlated t test to determine

the best DFO solver for the REEM problem.

Throughout the text, it should be kept firmly in mind that this

work solely focuses on the application of a selection of DFO meth-

ods – as a means to an end – for solving a difficult optimization

problem. The vast amount of available DFO methods and their nu-

merous variants makes it sheer impossible to survey all techniques.

A extensive comparative study of DFO methods is therefore out of
scope.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The next

section concisely provides background information on the EMP
measure, outlines the global optimization problem and selected

DFOmethods for the comparative study, as well as discusses related

work. In §3, we introduce our proposed REEM framework. The

empirical study in which we compare various DFO methods to

solve the REEM problem is presented in §4. Finally, we summarize

the conclusions of this research in §5.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
2.1 The EMP Framework

2.1.1 General EMP Formulation. In previous works [42, 43, 45],

the EMP measure was introduced for profit-based binary classifica-

tion performance evaluation, which takes into consideration the

costs and benefits that emerge due to an action undertaken toward

predicted cases. In the EMP framework, a case is an instance with a

class label 0, representing an event of interest (e.g., churn), whereas

a non-case is an instance with a class label 1. This non-conventional

encoding is used because it results in a simplified mathematical no-

tation [42, 43, 45] and is required for the empirical EMP calculation

[42, see §3.4.2 and §4.4]. This notation was also used, for exam-

ple, by [11]. Consequently, the EMP framework assumes that the

instances from class 0 have a lower score than those from class 1.

The benefit of a correctly predicted case is expressed as b0, and
the cost of an incorrectly predicted case as c1. The cost associated
with an action undertaken toward a predicted case is denoted as c∗,
assuming c∗ < b0. At the core of the EMP measure is the average
classification profit function that we explicitly specify in terms of a

classifier д for our purposes.

Definition 2.1 (Average Classification Profit, adapted from [42]).
Let b0, c1, c

∗ ∈ R≥0, b0 > c∗, be the incremental classification

benefits and costs corresponding to predicted cases. The average

classification profit of a classifier д, Pд (t ; ·), is the profit generated
by the employment of the classifier, and is expressed by:

Pд (t ;b0, c1, c
∗) = (b0 − c

∗)π0F
д
0
(t ) − (c1 + c

∗)π1F
д
1
(t ) (1)

with t ∈ R, πk ∈ [0, 1], and F
д
k (s ), k ∈ {0, 1}, respectively being

the classification threshold, the prior class probability of class k ,

and the cumulative distribution function of the scores generated

by classifier д for class k instances.

Observe that for a fixed classification threshold t , F
д
0
(t ) and

F
д
1
(t ) express the true positive rate and false positive rate of clas-

sifier д, respectively [37, 42]. For the EMP measure, a probability

density function h is assigned to the classification costs and ben-

efits, reflecting our uncertainty about the precise values of these

parameters. This leads to the definition of the EMP , which is a prob-
abilistic profit-based performance measure, measuring the expected
maximum profit of a classifier д.

Definition 2.2 (Expected Maximum Profit, adapted from [42]). Let
Pд (t ;b0, c1, c

∗) be the average classification profit (1) of a classifier

д and h(b0, c1, c
∗) be the joint probability density of the classifi-

cation costs and benefits: b0, c1, c
∗ ∈ R≥0, b0 > c∗. The expected

maximum profit, EMP , is the expectation of the maximal profit of a

classifier д with respect to the distribution of classification costs,

and is equal to:

EMP (д) =
∫
b0

∫
c1

∫
c∗
Pд (T (θ );b0, c1, c

∗)h(b0, c1, c
∗) dc∗ dc1 db0,

(2)

whereT is the optimal classification threshold such that the average

classification profit in (1) is maximized, which in turn solely depends

on the ratio of the given cost benefit parameters: θ = (c1+c
∗)/(b0−

c∗) ∈ [0,+∞).

Taking a probabilistic perspective makes the EMP measure more

adequate for real-world business applications than other common

classification performance measures (e.g., the area under the ROC

curve), as it accounts for the uncertainty in costs and benefits.

2.1.2 Specific EMP Formulation for Customer Churn Prediction.
For the EMP framework to be applicable in practice, it is required

to specify reasonable values for the classification costs and benefits,

as well as finding a sensible probability density for the uncertain

parameters involved. In previous works [42, 45], the following

specifications were proposed for customer churn prediction (CCP)

within the context of a churn management campaign:

b0 = γ (CLV −d ) = γ (1−δ )CLV , c1 = d = δCLV , c∗ = f = ϕCLV ,
(3)

where γ is the probability of acceptance, CLV is the customer life-

time value (200 e), δ = d/CLV corresponds to the cost of an offer

(d = 10 e), and ϕ = f /CLV corresponds to the cost of contact

(f = 1 e). Uncertainty surrounds the probability of acceptance,

therefore a Beta(α = 6, β = 14) distribution is assigned to γ . Note
that the values in parentheses were extensively researched and are

recommended as default values for the telco sector [45]. Further-

more, all parameters must be strictly positive, where it must hold

that CLV > d and α , β > 1 for the Beta distribution. By plugging

(3) into (1), we obtain the average classification profit function for

CCP.

Definition 2.3 (Average Classification Profit for Customer Churn
Prediction, adapted from [42]). The average classification profit

of a classifier д for customer churn prediction, P
ccp
д (t ; ·), is the
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interpretation of Def. 2.1 specifically for customer churn:

P
ccp
д (t ;γ ,CLV ,δ ,ϕ) = CLV (γ (1−δ )−ϕ)π0F

д
0
(t )−CLV (δ+ϕ)π1F

д
1
(t ).
(4)

Once a profit function is defined, it is straightforward to derive

the respective EMP measure.
1

Definition 2.4 (Expected Maximum Profit for Customer Churn Pre-
diction, adapted from [42]). The expected maximum profit of a clas-

sifier д for customer churn prediction, EMPccp , is the interpretation
of Def. 2.2 in a customer churn setting:

EMPccp (д) =
∫
γ
P
ccp
д (T (γ );γ ,CLV ,δ ,ϕ)h(γ ) dγ (5)

with T being the optimal classification threshold for a given γ and

h(γ ) being the probability density function assigned to γ .

2.2 Derivative-Free Optimization Methods for
Finding Globally Optimal Solutions

Derivative-free optimization (DFO) methods are auspicious tech-

niques for the optimization problem we introduce in §3. A DFO

method allows optimizing complex functions of which the deriva-

tives are either expensive to compute, difficult to derive, or do no

exist; even the analytical formula of the function itself does not

have to be known. In this sense, DFO is also referred to as black-box
optimization in which function values of evaluated search points

are the only accessible information on the objective function [13].

Additionally, most DFO methods are capable of performing global
optimization in which the real-valued function to be optimized

might also be non-convex, non-linear, noisy, or multimodal.
2

Definition 2.5 (Global Optimization [10, 33]). Considering a max-

imization problem, the general global optimization problem is for-

mulated as

maximize

x ∈Θ
f (x )

with Θ ⊂ Rd
, d ∈ N1, being a compact set and f being a con-

tinuous function on Θ. The goal is to find a point x in the set

Θ⋆ = {x ∈ Θ | f (x ) = f ⋆}, where f ⋆ = maxx ∈Θ f (x ). This
problem is inherently unsolvable in a finite number of steps with-

out additional assumptions. Thus, the global optimization prob-

lem is usually considered as solved if a point is found in B⋆ϵ =
{x ∈ Θ | ∥x⋆ − x ∥ ≤ ϵ for some x⋆ ∈ Θ⋆} or in the level set

Θϵ = {x ∈ Θ | f (x ) ≥ f ⋆ − ϵ } for some ϵ > 0. A point x ∈ B⋆ϵ (or

x ∈ Θϵ ) that is in the vicinity of the global optimum is regarded as

a near-optimal solution.

In Def. 2.5, we formulate the optimization task as a maximization

problem. If the formulation of a minimization problem is preferred,

one can simply apply a reversion of the inequality signs and a

multiplication with minus one of the function (i.e., −f ).

1
An R implementation is provided in the EMP package [5].

2
In mathematics, a real-valued function f is said to be convex if f (ax + (1 − a)y ) ≤

af (x ) + (1 − a)f (y ) for any x and y in an interval, a convex set in a real vector

space, and for any a ∈ [0, 1]. If f is twice-differentiable, f (x ) is convex if and only
if ∂2f (x )/∂x 2 ≥ 0. The negation of a convex function is a concave function (i.e.,

reversing the inequality sign). Hence, minimizing a convex function f is equivalent to

maximizing the function −f , which is concave. In this text, we use the term ‘convex

(upwards)’ instead of ‘concave’ in order to be consistent with the EMP framework.

From the context, however, it is clear whether ‘convex’ refers to a minimization or

maximization problem, where for the latter the term ‘upwards’ is omitted.

Over the past decades, a myriad of DFO methods has been pro-

posed in the academic literature (see, e.g., [23, 24, 26, 32]). To

this day, DFO is an active research field and shows no signs of

a slowdown. To name a few methods, DFO can be performed

through Bayesian optimization, coordinate descent, differential

evolution, evolution strategy, genetic algorithm, hit-and-run al-

gorithms, Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm, particle swarm opti-

mization, Hooke-Jeeves method (or pattern search), random-search

algorithms, and simulated annealing.

Many review papers exist that provide a comprehensive overview

of a specific DFO method, as well as for their various extensions

(see, e.g., [8, 9, 29, 31, 48]). Most of those methods typically have

parameters that are critical for the performance, which themselves

may be researched intensively (see, e.g., [28]). Clearly, each DFO

method has its own merits, but the No Free Lunch Theorem [47] dic-

tates that there is no single best optimization method. It is therefore

of interest to investigate which of the considered DFO methods

performs best—“best” meaning optimal in terms of a performance

measure of interest (e.g., EMPccp )—on our optimization problem

given a fixed budget or maximum allowable number of function

evaluations.

As mentioned in the introduction, we concentrate on a selection

of DFO solvers we view as being “suitable for the task.” Following

the criteria for our selection of DFO methods: It must (i) be a well-

established method in academic literature; (ii) be a global optimizer

that does not require the real-valued objective function to be convex,
linear, unimodal, or differentiable; (iii) be a solver for real-parameter

single objective optimization problems; (iv) have a publicly available

software implementation.

Table 1 provides an overview of selected DFO methods that

satisfy our criteria for the empirical study in §4. Our selection

mostly contains evolutionary algorithms (EAs) as they are proven

to find the global optimum given limitless search time, as long as

the EA is elitist [30].

2.3 Related Work
Stripling et al. [39, 40] introduced the ProfLogit method which

maximizes the EMPccp when building the logistic regression model

through a RGA. Using real-world churn data sets, they showed

that their proposed method achieves the overall highest EMPccp

performance on independent test sets. An interesting observation

of their study is the profit-accuracy trade-off, meaning that their

method scores high on the profit-based measures but low on the

non-profit-based measures (e.g., the area under the ROC curve).

This trade-off pattern was also observed by Verbraken et al. [45].

In the last installment of ProfLogit [40], a lasso penalty [17] was

incorporated which drastically improved the model performance.

In similar fashion, Höppner et al. [19] proposed the ProfTree
method that maximizes the EMPccp measure through an evolution-

ary decision tree induction algorithm. The authors also incorpo-

rated a penalty term for model complexity (i.e., number of terminal

nodes) into ProfTree’s EMPccp -based objective function. In their

empirical study, the authors showed that their proposed method

achieves an overall higher EMPccp performance than other com-

mon decision tree induction algorithms, and they also confirmed

the profit-accuracy trade-off.
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Table 1: Overview of Selected Derivative-Free Optimization (DFO) Methods.

DFO method Abbreviation Description Population-
based

Implementation References

Covariance matrix adaptation evolution

strategy

CMAES Uses a multivariate normal distribution to generate candidate

solutions. The corresponding covariance matrix is updated as

the algorithm progresses to better adapt to the search require-

ments (cf. exploration-exploitation trade-off).

✓ cma [12] [12–15]

Differential evolution DE Generates new candidate solutions by combining distinct popu-

lation members, most noticeable through the use of differential

mutation. This key feature allows the algorithm to automatically

adapt to the function surface.

✓ SciPy [20, 27] [30, 38]

Particle swarm optimization PSO Mimics collective behavior that is comparable to a flock of birds.

The particles (or candidate solutions) influence the movement

of other swarm members, thereby steering the swarm toward

the optimal solution.

✓ pyswarm [21, 36]

Basin-hopping BH Operates in a similar fashion as simulated annealing, but addi-

tionally applies a local numeric optimization at each iteration.

SciPy [20, 27] [22, 46]

Real-coded genetic algorithm RGA Mimics the biological process of evolution, where it induces ran-

dom perturbations in the genetic pool and applies the “Survival

of the Fittest” principle to steer the search toward the opti-

mal solution. The algorithm is adapted to solve real-parameter

single objective optimization problems.

✓ on GitHub
a

[18, 40]

Pure random search PRS Randomly samples candidate solutions from a uniform distri-

bution over the search space. The candidate solutions are inde-

pendent and identically distributed.

NumPy [27] [2, 6, 33]

a
https://github.com/estripling/proflogit-python

Despite the successful practical application of these profit-driven

classification models, both works lack to establish a rigorous and

more formal description for profit-drivenmodel building. Therefore,

the presented work in this paper aims to fill this gap and to formally

establish the framework for profit-driven model building on the

basis of the EMP measure described in §2.1.

3 METHODOLOGY: PROFIT-DRIVEN MODEL
BUILDING

3.1 Foundation for Profit-Driven Model
Building

Taking a probabilistic perspective on binary classification [4], let

(X ,Y ) be a pair of random variables, modeling an instance x ∈ X
and its corresponding class label y ∈ Y , where X represents the

instance domain, some measurable space equipped with a σ -algebra,
and Y is the label domain, a two-element set of possible class

labels. We assume that the random pair (X ,Y ) follows the true

(but unknown) probability distribution P. The realization after

measurement of, e.g., the random variable X is denoted by X = x .
The goal is to learn function or (soft) classifier д : X → R, which

is a mapping expressing the confidence (a continuous score) in

the guess of Y given X . The hard classifier is easily derived by

дc (X , t ) = 1[д (X )≥t ], where 1[·] denotes the indicator function

and t ∈ R is the classification threshold.

In the model building phase, the standard notation is applied in

which cases and non-cases are encoded as 1s and 0s, respectively.

However, when computing the EMP , the label and the score gen-

erated by д of a given instance-label pair are respectively inverted

by the expressions sY (Y ) = 1[Y=0] and sд (X ) = 1 − д(X ) in order

to comply with the EMP framework (§2.1). In this way, the opti-

mization problem at the core of the classification model is solved

in a familiar fashion (same holds for the model interpretation if

applicable).

Further, let S
д
k be the random variable (rv) that takes values in

{
sд (x ) ∈ R

��� (∀(x ,y) ∈ X × Y )[sY (y) = k]
}
, (6)

which is the set of scores generated by a classifier д for class k ∈ Y .

Then, the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of S
д
k is defined by

F
д
k : R→ [0, 1] F

д
k (s ) = Pr(S

д
k ≤ s ) =

∫ s

−∞

f
д
k (r ) dr , (7)

where f
д
k is the probability density function (pdf) computed based

upon the score set in (6). Given (6) and (7), the EMP formulation in

(2) is now fully specified in terms of classifier д.
Since the classification model is built based on a sample of

instance-label pairs, there is a minimal non-zero error for any clas-

sifier.

Definition 3.1 (Bayes Expected Maximum Profit and Classifier).
Given a distribution P over X ×Y , the Bayes expected maximum

profit, EMP⋆, is defined as the supremum of the EMPs achieved by

measurable functions д : X → R:

EMP⋆ = sup

д
д measurable

EMP (д). (8)

The Bayes classifier д⋆ is then the classifier with EMP (д) = EMP⋆.

By definition, it holds that EMP (д⋆) ≥ EMP (д) for any classifier

д. Thus, the Bayes classifier achieves the highest attainable EMP
performance, but it is not accessible in practice since the true form

of P is unknown.

Typically, we only have access to a collection of instance-label

pairs: Dn = (X1,Y1), . . . , (Xn ,Yn ), assuming that (Xi ,Yi ), i ∈ [n],
3

3
The notation [a] is shorthand for the set {1, 2, . . . , a } ⊂ N1 .

https://github.com/estripling/proflogit-python
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are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random pairs,

having the same distribution as (X ,Y ). Denote by дn the classifier

built based on Dn
.

Next, let S
дn
k,n denote a sequence of rv’s

{
S
дn
k,1, S

дn
k,2, . . .

}
with

its cdf being F
дn
k,n . Then, the sequence converges in distribution

with increasing n:

S
дn
k,n

D

−−−−−→ S
д
k (9)

or equivalently

lim

n→+∞
F
дn
k,n (s ) = F

д
k (s ) (10)

for all s where F
д
k is continuous. Hence,

lim

n→+∞
EMP (дn ) = EMP (д). (11)

Typically, we consider a class or family of classifiers C : X → R,

and we are interested in finding a classifier д ∈ C built based on

Dn
that has an EMP performance closest to EMP⋆.

3.2 Regularized Empirical EMP Maximization
In the model building phase, the EMP of a binary classifier is merely

computed based on the available data Dn = (x1,y1), . . . , (xn ,yn )
with (xi ,yi ) ∈ X × Y, i ∈ [n], sampled i.i.d. from distribution P.

Informally, the goal is to find the classifier д from a given class of

classifiers C : X → R that exhibits the highest empirical EMP that

can be achieved on the basis of Dn
. Note that, in this section, we

omit n in the subscript of д which indicated that д is built on Dn
to

lighten the notation.

Definition 3.2 (Empirical Expected Maximum Profit). Given a clas-

sifier д ∈ C : X → R and a collection of observed instance-label

pairs Dn = (x1,y1), . . . , (xn ,yn ), the empirical expected maximum

profit of classifier д, which is the empirical interpretation of Def. 2.2,

is denoted by EMPn (д), and it is computed based upon the empirical

score sets

{
sд (x ) ∈ R

��� (∀(x ,y) ∈ D
n )[sY (y) = k]

}
(12)

for class k ∈ {0, 1}.

Observe that the empirical EMP is themapping EMPn :C → R≥0.

For the specific EMP formulations established in the research liter-

ature (i.e., for churn and credit scoring), the empirical calculation

of the EMP involves computing the convex hull of the empirical

ROC curve on the basis of the empirical score sets in (12).

Commonly, a machine learning model involves a regularization
term in order to penalize model complexity, leading to a better

generalization performance [16, 17, 25, 34, 35]. For a classifier д, it
is generally expressed by

performance(д) + λ · complexity (д),

where λ ∈ R≥0 is the regularization parameter, controlling the

influence of the regularization that penalizes for the model com-

plexity ofд. To this end, the general objective function of regularized
empirical EMP maximization (REEM) is defined by

QREEM (д)
def

= EMPn (д) − λR (д), (13)

where EMPn (д) is defined in Def. 3.2, λ ∈ R≥0 is the regularization
parameter, and R : C → R≥0 is the regularizer. The latter depends
strongly on the classifier class considered. Moreover, it has been

shown [19, 40] that the inclusion of a regularization term in the

objective function of a profit-driven model indeed immensely helps

to improve the model performance.

Definition 3.3 (Regularized Empirical EMP Maximizer). Given a

classifier class C : X → R and a sample of observed instance-label

pairs Dn = (x1,y1), . . . , (xn ,yn ), the REEM classifier maximizes

the objective function (13):

дREEM = argmax

д∈C
QREEM (д)

= argmax

д∈C
EMPn (д) − λR (д)

(14)

with EMPn : C → R≥0, λ ∈ R≥0, and R : C → R≥0 being the

empirical EMP of д measured on Dn
, the regularization parameter,

and the regularizer, respectively.

Now, for the practical application of Def. 3.3, it becomes a matter

of configuration, requiring to make choices for the following:

(1) The EMP measure for the business application of interest.

For example, Eq. (5) for customer churn prediction.

(2) The family of classifiers C : X → R.

(3) The regularizer R (д), applicable to any д ∈ C.
(4) The DFO method that can operate on C.

3.3 Regularized Empirical EMP Maximization
via Logistic Regression

In §3.2, we established the REEM framework that finds a classifier

д from a classifier class C : X → R such that a chosen profit-

based performance measure is maximized through the classifier

on the basis of a sample Dn
. One of the REEM requirements is

to define C. Here, we consider the logistic regression (LR) model,

a common choice for binary classification, that fits the specified

model requirements well. For this purpose, assume a data sample

of the form Dn = {(xi ,yi )}ni=1 is available, where the instance i is
described by a d-dimensional feature vector xi and label yi ∈ {0, 1}.
Now, to provide a formal LR definition, we proceed as follows.

First, let the class of affine functions CAF : X → R be

CAF =
{
x 7→ β0 + ⟨β, x⟩

��� x ∈ X,θ ∈ Θ
}
, (15)

where X ⊆ Rd
is the instance domain, θ =

(
β0, β

⊺)⊺
is the pa-

rameter vector associated with the parameter space Θ ⊆ Rd+1
,

and

β0 + ⟨β, x⟩ = β0 +
d∑
j=1

βjx j . (16)

Each function in CAF takes as input a vector x ∈ Rd
and returns

as output the scalar β0 + ⟨β, x⟩, where β0 ∈ R is a constant and

β ∈ Rd
a vector.

Second, the logistic function p : R → (0, 1), which is a special

sigmoid curve, is given by

p (z) =
(
1 + e−z

)−1
. (17)

Then, the class of logistic regression models CLR : X → (0, 1) is
defined to be the composition of the logistic function over class of

affine functions:

CLR = p ◦ CAF =
{
x 7→ p

(
β0 + ⟨β, x⟩

) ���� x ∈ X,θ ∈ Θ
}
. (18)
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Hence, a LR model дθ ∈ CLR is the function expressed as

дθ (x)
def

=
(
1 + e−(β0+⟨β,x⟩)

)−1
. (19)

As the LR model outputs a continuous value between zero and one,

it allows for the effective modeling of the (conditional) probability
that x ∈ X is a class 1 instance. In this sense, observe that Eq. (16)

expresses the logit or log-odds of the probability, which is the

logarithm of the odds that x belongs to class 1. Therefore, the

logistic model is often also referred to as logit model.

Now, this allows defining the ProfLogit classifier in its most

general form.

Definition 3.4 (ProfLogit: Interpretation of Def. 3.3). Given the

classifier class CLR (18) and data set Dn = {(xi ,yi )}ni=1, ProfLogit
is the LR model дθ ∈ CLR with parameter vector θ ∈ Θ that

maximizes the REEM objective function:

ProfLogit = argmax

дθ ∈CLR
EMPn (дθ ) − λR (дθ ).

(20)

With Def. 2.4 and Def. 3.4, we obtained the ProfLogit classifier
for churn.

Definition 3.5 (ProfLogit for Churn). ProfLogit for customer churn

prediction (CCP) is the interpretation of Def. 3.4 with the EMP
measure defined in Eq. (5):

ProfLogitccp = argmax

дθ ∈CLR
EMPccpn (дθ ) − λR (дθ ) (21)

with EMPccpn : CLR → R≥0 being the empirical EMP for CCP.

In [40], the authors demonstrated the practical application of

ProfLogitccp in which the regularizer R (дθ ) is specified to be the

lasso penalty
β1 =

∑d
j=1 |βj |, accompanied by the soft-threshold-

ing operator [17]: Sλ (β ) = sign(β ) ( |β | − λ)+,∀β ∈ β . They applied

a RGA to solve the ProfLogitccp optimization problem, for which

the predictors in Dn
were standardized to have zero mean and unit

variance.

4 EMPIRICAL STUDY
In this section, we demonstrate the applicability of the REEM frame-

work for customer churn prediction through ProfLogit. In §3.2, we

list the four general requirements for REEM . Three out of the four

requirements are specified by Def. 3.5. The final choice to make is

with regard to the DFO method.

4.1 Experimental Setup
The goal of this comparative study is to determine the DFO method

from Table 1 that yields the highest EMPccp performance. We

thereby execute theDFOmethods to solve the REEM problem onq =
6 real-world churn data sets that are available to our research group

(Table 2). These data sets were also used for the empirical studies

in [19, 39, 40]. A detailed description of the data preprocessing

steps is given in [40]. Table 2 also provides an overview of the data-

dependent settings for the study. That is, for all population-based

DFO methods, the size of the population is determined through

the expression 10(1 + d ), where d ∈ N1 is the number of predictor

variables added by one to account for the intercept. The budget, or

number of allowed function evaluations, is also set based on the

dimensionality of the data set through the formula 100(1 + d )2, as

also done in [1]. The quadratic term is used because it is expected

that problems with higher dimension are more difficult to solve

than those with lower dimension [1].

As for the DFO methods, we apply the default values of the

respective software implementations, as it is typically done for

such comparative studies (see, e.g., [26]). The only exception is

with regard to the DE algorithm, where we switch on the “classic

DE” through the DE/rand/1/bin strategy. That is because we deem
it to be more appropriate to use the classic DE as it has less greedy

search properties than the default DE/best/1/bin strategy. For

the two DFO methods (i.e., CMAES and BH) that require a starting

point, we use the zero vector with the adequate number of elements.

The search space for all DFO methods is set to be Θ = [−3, 3]d+1.

Due to regularization in REEM , it is expected that the optimal

solution is located close to the zero vector so that a bound of [−3, 3]

in each dimension is considered appropriate. The initial standard

deviation required for CMAES is set such that 99.7% (i.e., 3σ ’s from
the mean) of the one-dimensional normal distribution covers the

interval [−3, 3].

A stratified 5× 2 cross-validation procedure is performed, as this

procedure allows a reliable estimation of the average classification

performance, producing ncv = 10 performance estimates per DFO

method and per data set.

The optimal value for the regularization parameter, λ, in Def. 3.5

is determined via grid search, where the grid is generated in the ex-

act same way as described in [40]. That is, the grid of 15 equidistant

candidate values is defined by

Λ
def

=
{
λ ��� λmin < λ < λmax

}
, (22)

where λmax = maxj
���
1

n ⟨xj , y⟩
���, λmin = ϵλmax , and ϵ = 0.1. Note

that for the calculation, the j-th predictor variable, which is the

vector xj = (x1j , . . . ,xnj )
⊺
, is standardized to have zero mean

and unit variance, ∀j ∈ [d], and y = (y1, . . . ,yn )
⊺
denotes the

response vector. The optimal value for the regularization parameter

corresponds to the λ ∈ Λ that exhibits the highest, average EMPccp

performance obtained through the stratified 5 × 2 cross-validation.

The repeated cross-validation is also a premise to carry out the

Bayesian hierarchical correlated t test [3, 7]. The Bayesian hierar-

chical correlated t test is an adequate, state-of-the-art statistical test

that jointly analyzes q × ncv = 60 cross-validated performance dif-

ferences of two classifiers evaluated on multiple data sets. Thanks

to the Bayesian hierarchical model applied in the test, the average

performance difference between the two classifiers is estimated

more accurately due to the shrinkage effect than with a traditional

maximum likelihood estimation approach. More importantly, the

test returns three posterior probabilities which can be interpreted in

a Bayesian manner, where two of them are the estimated probabili-

ties that one classifier is superior over the other, and the remaining

one is the probability of both classifiers being practically equivalent.

Concrete examples of the test are given in the next section.

4.2 Results of the Comparative Study
Given our experimental setup, fifteen Bayesian hierarchical cor-

related t tests are performed in total, one test for each pairwise

comparison of the six DFO methods considered. As a result, 45

posterior probabilities are available for interpretation. Note that
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Table 2: Overview of Real-World Churn Data Sets and Data-Dependent Settings.

ID Source #Predictors #Observations Churn rate Population size Budget

d n [%] 10(1 + d ) 100(1 + d )2

D1 Duke 11 12,499 39.32 120 14,400

O1 Operator 37 7,056 29.14 380 144,400

O2 Operator 8 889 31.16 90 8,100

O3 Operator 11 13,601 22.59 120 14,400

O4 Operator 9 3,698 13.28 100 10,000

UCI UCI
a

11 5,000 14.14 120 14,400

a
http://www.sgi.com/tech/mlc/db

with the Bayesian approach we are not required to apply any sort of

correction for multiple comparisons. We first describe three distinct

outcomes of the statistical test before presenting all 45 probabilities.

The outcome of the Bayesian hierarchical correlated t test can be

visualized via a probability simplex (Figure 1). Each simplex shows

the posterior distribution obtained from the Bayesian hierarchical

model that estimates the mean difference in EMPccp performance

between two DFO methods evaluated on q = 6 real-world churn

data sets. The posterior provides us with information about the

estimation uncertainty, magnitude of effect size, practical difference

and equivalence.

The corresponding three posterior probabilities returned by the

test are shown next to the simplexes. From top to bottom, the

top value is the posterior probability that the left DFO method is

practically better than the right DFO method. The middle value

is the posterior probability of the region of practical equivalence
(ROPE), indicating the likelihood that the difference in EMPccp

performance between the twoDFOmethods has no practical impact.

In other words, if the majority of the posterior is in the ROPE, the

performance difference between two considered DFO methods is

said to be negligibly small and has no practical implication. Note

that a ROPE value of 0.1, instead of the default 0.01, is regarded as

more appropriate for the EMPccp measure. The bottom value is the

posterior probability that the right DFO method is practically better

than the left DFO method. As a hard rule, a statistically significant

result is obtained if one of the three probabilities exceeds 95%.

The test result in Figure 1a reveals that RGA is practically better
than PRS with a probability of 99.6%, a significant outcome since

it exceeds the 95% threshold. Figure 1b shows that the majority of

the posterior (90%) is in the region in favor of RGA, although not a

significant result according to the hard rule. In this case, we compute

the posterior odds as follows: o(left, right) = p (left)/p (right), where
p (left) and p (right) correspond to the posterior probability of the

left and right DFO method, respectively. Corani et al. [7] proposed

an interpretation for the posterior odds which is shown in Table 3.

Thus, for the test in Figure 1b, the posterior odds is o(RGA,DE) =
0.9005/0.0915 = 9.8, indicating positive evidence for RGA. The test
result in Figure 1c shows that most of the posterior mass lies in

the ROPE. In other words, with a probability of 87%, there is no
practical difference between RGA and CMAES in terms of achieved

EMPccp performance.

The posterior probabilities of all fifteen Bayesian hierarchical

correlated t tests are summarized in a matrix (Figure 2). Values on

Table 3: Grades of Evidence for Posterior Odds [7].

Posterior odds Evidence

1-3 weak
3-20 positive
> 20 strong

the diagonal of the matrix are the average ranks of the respective

DFO method computed based on the EMPccp performance over the

six data sets. The white boxes in each off-diagonal cell of the matrix

contain three values: the upper value is the posterior probability

than the DFO method mentioned on the left performs practically

better than the DFO method mentioned on the top, the lower left

value is the posterior probability of the ROPE, and the lower right

value is the posterior odds if none of the three probabilities ex-

ceeds 95%, otherwise there is a dash.

Evidently, RGA and CMAES share both the top position, dom-

inating the other DFO methods either with high probability (i.e.,

with at least 85% over DE, PRS, and BH) or with positive evidence

(i.e., with at least 6.4 over PSO). The difference between DE and PSO

is less conclusive, yet there is positive evidence of 3.8 in favor of

PSO. PRS and BH are the clearly inferior DFO methods for solving

the REEM problem. There is even no practical difference between

PRS and BH, since the probability of the ROPE (37%) is the largest.

4.3 Discussion of the Results
Despite its relatively simple design, RGA is capable of competing

with the more sophisticated evolutionary algorithm CMAES. Hence,

the analysis performed in §4.2 not only confirms but also provides

statistical evidence that the RGA choice by the authors in [40] is

appropriate for solving the REEM problem in Def. 3.5. The Bayesian

hierarchical correlated t test is a statistical tool that helps users

to draw meaningful conclusions when comparing two methods

on multiple data sets. Here, statistical evidence supports that RGA
and CMAES are practically equivalent in general. Thus, given our

experimental setup and a high ROPE probability of 87%, it is—

generally speaking—irrelevant whether RGA or CMAES is applied

to build ProfLogitccp . However, the final choice between the DFO

method depends on the data, as it may also be evident by the equal

average ranks. That is because of the practical equivalence, users

are encouraged to try out both DFO methods on their data. It can

occur—although with low probability—that on a given data set one

http://www.sgi.com/tech/mlc/db
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(a) Definite statistical significance for RGA. (b) Positive evidence for RGA. (c) RGA practically equivalent to CMAES.

Figure 1: Three distinct results of the Bayesian hierarchical correlated t test based on EMPccp performance with ROPE = 0.1.

RGA CMAES DE PSO PRS BH

RGA

CMAES

DE

PSO

PRS

BH

1.5000 0.0423
(0.8702; 0.5)

0.9005
(0.0080; 9.8)

0.5228
(0.4042; 7.2)

0.9962
(0.0000; -)

0.9912
(0.0003; -)

0.0875
(0.8702; 2.1) 1.5000 0.8538

(0.1227; 36.3)
0.4815

(0.4427; 6.4)
0.9978

(0.0000; -)
0.9908

(0.0000; -)

0.0915
(0.0080; 0.1)

0.0235
(0.1227; 0.0) 3.5000 0.1253

(0.3950; 0.3)
0.9962

(0.0003; -)
0.9647

(0.0045; -)

0.0730
(0.4042; 0.1)

0.0757
(0.4427; 0.2)

0.4798
(0.3950; 3.8) 3.5000 0.9922

(0.0000; -)
0.9742

(0.0060; -)

0.0037
(0.0000; -)

0.0022
(0.0000; -)

0.0035
(0.0003; -)

0.0077
(0.0000; -) 5.3333 0.2983

(0.3703; 0.9)

0.0085
(0.0003; -)

0.0092
(0.0000; -)

0.0307
(0.0045; -)

0.0198
(0.0060; -)

0.3315
(0.3703; 1.1) 5.6667

0.0022

0.25

0.50

0.75

0.9978

Figure 2: Posterior probability matrix of the 15 Bayesian
hierarchical correlated t tests performed on basis of the
EMPccp with ROPE = 0.1 on six real-world churn data sets.

100 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000
Number of function evaluations

9.92

10.77

11.62

12.47

EM
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cp

RGA
CMAES
DE
PSO
BH
PRS

Figure 3: EMPccp performance as a function of allowable
number of function evaluations on the O2 data set.

DFO method significantly outperforms the other, an outcome we

observed in our analysis as well (results not shown).

To gain deeper insights, we compute the EMPccp performances

as a function of the budget on the O2 data set (Figure 3). The y-
coordinates of the points at each number of function evaluations

are the means obtained from the 5×2 cross-validation accompanied

by error bars (standard error of the mean). Evidently, RGA raises

very quickly to a top performance, which is as good as CMAES’s. In

fact, when only considering the O2 data set and the experimental

setup in §4.1, the ROPE exhibits the largest posterior probability

(56%), indicating that RGA and CMAES are practical equivalent on

O2. However, when the budget is low (i.e., 100 function evaluations),

observe that CMAES yields a higher average performance than RGA.

Thus, if a budget of 100(1 + d )2 is acceptable, we recommend RGA

as the default choice as it is has a simpler EA design than CMAES

and still is an adequate DFO method for solving the considered

optimization problem.

Statistical evidence that BH is practically equivalent to PRS with

a probability of 37%makes it clear that the REEM problem in Def. 3.5

is an inherently complex optimization problem. Its average rank of

5.67 indicates that it is more often positioned behind PRS (average

rank: 5.33), our de facto simplest DFO method under consideration.

This indicates that the objective function possesses many local

optima in which the BH gets trapped, and it is difficult for the

BH to jump to a position that is in the vicinity of the optimal

solution, returning solutions worse than PRS. This is also evident

from Figure 3.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduced the general framework called Regular-
ized Empirical EMP Maximization (REEM) for profit-driven model

building (Def. 3.3), formally defining the necessary components for

a profit-driven classifier. We demonstrated the applicability of the

REEM framework for customer churn prediction (Def. 3.5), which

also entailed finding the best DFO method in terms of the profit-

based measure EMPccp in (5). To do so, we found through the use of

Bayesian hierarchical correlated t tests that RGA is a suitable choice.

The objective behind the REEM framework is to be a generalization

of previously proposed profit-driven classifiers [19, 39, 40] and be

a formal guide for new profit-driven classification models we plan

to develop in the future.
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